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Fast and accurate calculation of hydration
energies of molecules and ions†

Alexander A. Voityuk *ab and Sergei F. Vyboishchikov *bc

We present an efficient method with adjustable parameters for calculating the hydration free energy of

molecules and ions using the gas-phase geometry and atomic charges. In most cases, the method

yields accurate results, with a mean absolute error for neutral molecules below 1 kcal mol�1 and for ions

about 3 kcal mol�1. Overall, despite its simplicity, the proposed method shows the best performance

among major computational approaches applied to estimate hydration free energies. The method requires

as input Cartesian cordinates and CM5 atomic charges only, which are easily available from any DFT

calculation, and yields the hydration energy in a matter of seconds for a medium-size molecule or ion.

Introduction

Calculation of solvation free energy DG
�
solv of molecules and

ions is of major importance in computational chemistry, since

DG
�
solv can make a sizeable contribution to the total reaction

free energy for chemical processes in solution.
The most common way of calculating DG

�
solv is based on the

Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM), in which the solute
placed in a cavity interacts with the solvent represented by a
continuum having certain electric properties. Various PCM1–11

and closely related SMx12–16 and SMVLE17 methods were presented
and reviewed1,2 elsewhere. Note that the newer SM12 method18 is
different in that it treats the electrostatic interaction using the
generalized Born model. The performance of the methods is

discussed in ref. 14 and 19. Usually, DG
�
solv is represented as a

sum of the polarization energy of the solvent and a correction that
describes cavitation, dispersion, and specific solvation effects.

Among the most efficient PCM-type methods is COSMO intro-
duced by Klamt and Schüürmann,20–23 and the conceptually similar
C-PCM24,25 in which the solvent is first regarded as a conductor with
an infinite dielectric constant e = N, with subsequent correction for
a finite e. COSMO-RS26–28 are much more universal methods
that not only treat the electrostatic energy but also include non-
electrostatic terms as well as temperature dependence.

An attractive alternative to PCM or SMx-type approaches was
proposed by Pomogaeva and Chipman.29–32 Their method,
referred to as CMIRS, treats the electrostatics in a self-consistent
way, while non-electrostatic terms such as exchange and dis-
persion are described using electron-density based models.
A hydrogen-bonding correction is based on the electric field
generated by the solute at the cavity surface.

Sinstein et al.’s method33 achieves a MAE about 1.2 kcal mol�1

for neutrals, 2.5 kcal mol�1 for cations and 11.4 kcal mol�1 for
anions.

The so-called quasichemical methods34 are based on com-
puting solute molecules with various number of explicit solvent
molecules followed by Boltzmann averaging of resulting ener-
gies, but they require much manual work and hardly give a
decisive advantage.

With all the diversity of the available solvation methods, the
SMD15 method seems to have become a method of choice for

routine DG
�
solv computations.35 It was also found superior to a

number of other methods in large benchmark studies.36–38

SMD claims an impressive accuracy for the hydration free
energy of neutral molecules, with a mean absolute error
(MAE) below 1 kcal mol�1.15 The success of SMD is partly due
to a large number of adjustable parameters: the SMD scheme
has, in general, 4 parameters per element plus 4 element-
independent parameters, in addition to atomic Coulomb radii,
which are also adjustable. Nevertheless, by testing the SMD
method we revealed a larger MAE as well as some problematic
cases even for neutral molecules.39 While SMD yields a very low
mean signed error (MSE) for neutrals (about 0.57 kcal mol�1),
the performance of the SMD method for ions is far less exciting:
for aqueous solutions the MAE reported in the original paper is
up to 5.9 kcal mol�1.15 A comparative study38 yielded a MAE for
the SMD method between 4.3 and 6.6 kcal mol�1 for hydration
energies of ions, dependently on a particular density functional
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and basis set used, with no method tested to perform signifi-
cantly better. We found that SMD strongly underestimates

DG
�
solv

�� �� for an extended data set of ions, with an MSE of

3.14 and 8.09 kcal mol�1, for cations and anions respectively
(see below). It means that the hydration free energy contribution
for a dissociation process such as M - C+ + A� will be too
positive (on average, by about 11 kcal mol�1). The reverse is true

for ion association (the estimated DG
�
solv is too negative).

Achieving a good accuracy for DG
�
solv of ions is a more

challenging task than for neutral molecules, since the solvation
free energy for ions is much larger than for neutral molecules of
similar size. For small and medium-size ions, absolute values
of the solvation free energy are typically in the range of 50 to
120 kcal mol�1, while for neutral molecules they vary between
0 and 20 kcal mol�1.

Note that SMD, as well as other PCM-type methods, rely on a
self-consistent procedure, which means that a practical evaluation

of DG
�
solv requires two independent iterative calculations.

Thus the pursuit of a more accurate yet efficient approach
still persists. Here we propose a non-iterative method with
adjustable parameters for calculating hydration free energies of
ions and neutral molecules using their atomic charges computed
for the isolated (gas-phase) systems. According to our statistical
evaluation including 390 neutrals and 143 ions, the new scheme
outperforms major alternative computational approaches-SMD,
PCM, as well as CMIRS.

Method

In our method, which we refer to as xESE,‡ the total solvation
free energy is a sum of the electrostatic term Eelst and the

correction term DG
�
corr:

DG
�
solv ¼ Eelst þ DG

�
corr (1)

Eelst is evaluated according to the general PCM formalism from
charges {qi} induced by the solute on the molecular cavity surface:

Eelst ¼ �1
2

1� 1

e

� �X
i

X
j

qiqj

ri � rj
�� �� (2)

where e is the dielectric constant of the solvent and ri is the
position of the induced charge qi. In the original COSMO
method20–22 the factor (e� 1)/(e + 1/2) is used for neutral molecules
and (1 � 1/e) for ions. Obviously, for polar medium the both
prefactors are very similar. To ensure the continuity of the
potential energy surface when studying heterolytic dissociation
processes, we apply the prefactor (1 � 1/e) regardless of the total
charge of the system. To keep the method as simple as possible,
the electron density (in terms of atomic charges) and geometries of
the ‘‘gas-phase’’ solute are used. Although scaling or otherwise
modifying van der Waals radii may seem a fruitful testground for
improving solvation models,40,41 in our model we decided to use
unscaled Bondi radii42 for the cavity construction, in combination
with the gas-phase electron density. A lack of an explicit solute

polarization term in our model is partly compensated, in an
averaged way, by using unscaled van der Waals radii for the cavity
construction. This results in an increased |Eelst| compared to
PCM schemes that employ scaled radii. Additionally, the solute
polarization is effectively accounted for by correction terms
described below.

The molecular electrostatic potential needed for calculating
{qi} is computed from atomic charges {QA}. Comparison39 of
different atomic charge schemes43–46 suggests that the use of CM5

atomic charges44 provides a better estimate of DG
�
solv, although other

Hirshfeld-type schemes such as ACP45 are also suitable. Because the
CM5 charges are readily available from various quantum chemical
programs, we decided to employ these charges within our xESE
method. Should atomic charges other than CM5 be in use, a
re-parameterization is required. The cavity is constructed using the
Bondi radii42 and the GEPOL93 algorithm,47 with the default

parameters (see the ESI†). The correction term DG
�
corr in eqn (1)

is defined as follows:

DG�corr ¼
X
A

kASA þ
X
A

pAqA
2 þ SRC (3)

where SA is the surface area assigned to each atom A; kA and pA

are element-specific adjustable parameters; qA is the charge of
the polarized solvent induced on the molecular-surface patch
belonging to atom A. The first term describes the cavitation energy
and the dispersion contribution to the solvation energy15,48 The
second term in eqn (3) corrects for solute–solvent interactions not
covered by eqn (2).49,50 The SRC, short-range correction, accounts
for strong hydrogen bonds and the Pauli repulsion. The field-
extremum model51,52 was recently developed to describe the short-
range interactions. We use a similar scheme to describe the SRC,
but based on charge density rather than on electric field. Within
the COSMO framework, the electric field at ri is proportional to qi.
First, we define an auxiliary quantity T based on the minimum and
maximum values of the averaged induced-charge density on the
cavity surface smin = minA (qA/SA) and smax = maxA(qA/SA):

T = �(A|smin|3 + B|smax|3) (4)

and subsequently evaluate the correction:

SRC ¼ T

1þ ðT=CÞ2 (5)

The adjustable parameters A, B, and C in eqn (4) and (5) are
element-independent. The denominator in eqn (5) is a damp-
ing factor that does not allow the SRC to exceed a fixed value of
C. No fixed cutoff for smin or smax was employed. The SRC gives

a significant contribution to DG
�
solv of ionic solutes, with T

dominated by the A|smin|3 term for cations and by the B|smax|3

term for anions (eqn (4)). In the case of neutral species T and
thus the entire SRC is usually relatively small.§

‡ Extended easy solvation estimation.

§ The xESE calculations in this paper were performed by a program written by the
authors, which uses atomic coordinates and atomic charges of a molecule or ion
as input and computes its hydration free energy according to eqn (1)–(5). An
executable code of the xESE program can be downloaded from the following web
page: https://sites.google.com/view/ESE-solvation.
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Results and discussion

The atomic parameters kA and pA for the ten elements as well as
the element-independent parameters A, B, and C were fitted
using reference data for 90 neutral molecules and 36 ions. The

whole testing set of hydration energies DrefG
�
solv includes all

suitable entries presented in the Minnesota Solvation Database:53

390 neutral molecules, 60 cations, and 83 anions. This set comprises
virtually all available reliable hydration energy data.

Note that the absolute hydration free energy of ions derived
using thermochemical cycles depend on the hydration energy

of the proton. The value of DG
�
solv Hþð Þ ¼ �265:9 kcalmol�1 was

used to derive the hydration energies for ions listed in the
Minnessota database. Recently, Pollard and Beck based on a
thorough analysis of experimental data, suggested a slightly

different value of DG
�
solv Hþð Þ ¼ �264:2 kcalmol�1.54 Using the

latter value would shift the solvation energies of cations and
anions by 1.7 and �1.7 kcal mol�1, respectively. Nevertheless,

in this paper we employ the original (unshifted) DG
�
solv values to

be consistent with previous evaluations.
The optimized parameters are reported in Table 1. The CM5

atomic charges were calculated at B3LYP/Def2-TZVP55 level
using the Gaussian program.35

The final values for the three global parameters are A =
0.63872 � 106 Å6 kcal mol�1, B = 0.90592 � 106 Å6 kcal mol�1,
and C = 23.32 kcal mol�1.

In Table 2, we provide a comparative statistical evaluation of
the xESE scheme for ions with respect to the standard SMD and
PCM methods. The results for individual ions are shown
in Fig. 1. According to these data, the MAE of xESE of about
3 kcal mol�1 both for cations and anions, which is significantly
better than that of the SMD (6 kcal mol�1) and PCM (12 kcal mol�1)
and even a little better than CMIRS36 (3.1 kcal mol�1).
To provide for a fair comparison to the CMIRS method, we
additionally performed the statistical analysis using the same
dataset that Pomogaeva and Chipman employed,37 which is
significantly smaller than our testing set. The results shown in
the second entry of Table 2 indicate an even more significant
advantage of xESE over CMIRS (MAE some 0.3 kcal mol�1 lower
for all ions). xESE performs slightly less convincingly for small

ions, for which DG
�
solv is about 3–4 kcal mol�1 too negative, but

SMD and PCM turn out to be even less accurate, with a clear

trend to underestimate DG
�
solv

�� ��.
For the neutral molecules, the data presented in Table 3 and

Fig. 2 indicate that the performance of xESE is also superior to
that of the SMD method and, when compared on the same
dataset, substantially better than CMIRS36 (MAE = 0.62 kcal mol�1

(xESE) vs. 1.0 kcal mol�1 (CMIRS)). For all classes of molecules the

Table 1 Optimized parameters kA and pA for 10 main-group elementsa

H C N O F P S Cl Br I

kA 0.0255 0.003 �0.0149 0.0086 0.0534 0.0602 �0.036 –0.0069 0.0222 –0.031
pA �23.67 0.23 68.89 15.86 �6.19 18.38 38.56 19.95 21.80 36.45

a kA in kcal mol�1 Å�2, pA in kcal mol�1.

Fig. 1 Hydration free energies (in kcal mol�1) of 143 ions calculated by the
xESE, SMD, and PCM methods versus experimental values. The data from
the CMIRS plot (d) are adopted from ref. 29 (112 ions).

Fig. 2 Hydration free energies (in kcal mol�1) of 390 neutral molecules
calculated by the xESE as well as the SMD and PCM methods versus
experimental values. The data from the CMIRS plot (d) are adopted from
ref. 29 (264 molecules).
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MAE of xESE is either superior or similar to that of the SMD
method, while the PCM method performs noticeably poorer.

The results provided by the new method exhibit only a slight
dependence on the basis set employed: the results obtained by
our xESE method with the 6-31G* basis set (which is substantially
smaller than the standard Def2-TZVP set) are only marginally
inferior to the Def2-TZVP results (see the ‘‘6-31G*’’ entries in
Tables 2 and 3). Paradoxically, the SMD method yields slightly
better results with the 6-31G* set than with Def2-TZVP, but is still
unable to supersede the xESE method. The high stability of xESE
with respect to the basis set choice is also demonstrated by
Table 4, in which the linear correlation between the 6-31G* and
Def2-TZVP hydration energies of ions is given. A slope very close
to 1 and a very small intercept are observed. The PCM and, in
particular, the SMD models exhibit a slightly larger basis set
dependence.

Consistency of the xESE method with respect to the explicit
solvent (water molecules) is worth checking. To this end, we
studied the solvation of protonated water clusters H+(H2O)n

with n = 1–4. The H+(H2O)n ions exhibit various bonding
patterns and include Zundel-type (H5O2

+) as well as Eigen-type
cations (H3O+, H7O3

+, H9O4
+). The geometry of these cations was

taken from the WATER27 dataset.56 The hydration free energies
were calculated using two basis sets, our standard Def2TZVP

and a more extensive one, aug-cc-pVTZ. The reference DrefG
�
solv

for the water cations were reported by Bryantsev et al.57 The
results of the calculations provided in Table 5 show that xESE
yields an accurate solvation energy for H3O+ but somewhat

underestimates |DG
�
solv| for H5O2

+, H7O3
+, and H9O4

+. On the
other hand, the SMD method systematically underestimates

DG
�
solv by some 5 to 14 kcal mol�1, the H3O+ being the worst

case. The PCM method fails even worse, with an MSE of more
than 20 kcal mol�1.

Similarly, we calculated the hydrated hydroxide anions
(OH�)(H2O)n with n = 0–6 (see Table 6). In this case the xESE
method yields very accurate hydration energies for OH�,
H5O3

�, and H9O5
� and reasonably good results for H3O2

�,
H7O4

�, H11O6
�, and H13O7

�. The SMD and PCM methods
perform much worse, with a clear underestimation trend, and
exhibit a strong dependence of the results upon the basis
set used.

Thus, the hydration energies of ions obtained by the xESE
method for clusters with various numbers of hydration molecules
exhibit a high degree of consistency.

We also wish to check whether the xESE method is capable of
computing acidities of weak acids with a reasonable accuracy. In
general, ab initio prediction of pKa values is a tricky business,58

since both very accurate gas-phase deprotonation standard free

Table 2 Mean signed error (MSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) of the hydration free energy in kcal mol�1 for 143 ions calculated by xESE, SMD, and
PCM methods with respect to the reference values

Dataset

Solvation scheme

xESE SMDa PCMa CMIRS

Ions–PCh dataset(112)c MSE �0.83 6.22 12.11 1.37
MAE 2.80 6.39 12.11 3.10

All ions(143)b MSE �0.87 6.14 12.18
MAE 3.00 6.28 12.18

Cations–PCh dataset(52)c MSE �0.63 3.10 11.81 1.98
MAE 2.75 3.47 11.81 3.20

All cations(60) MSE �0.17 3.44 12.28
MAE 2.91 3.76 12.28

Small cations(8)d MSE �4.05 7.17 18.44
MAE 5.49 7.17 18.44

Oxygen-containing cations(21) MSE 1.96 6.69 16.76
MAE 3.22 6.84 16.76

Halogen-containing cations(2) MSE 1.08 4.10 13.70
MAE 1.08 4.10 13.70

Anions–PCh dataset(60)c MSE �1.00 8.92 12.27 0.84
MAE 2.84 8.92 12.37 3.01

All anions(83) MSE �1.38 8.09 12.10
MAE 3.06 8.10 12.10

Small anions(37)d MSE �3.39 7.08 9.80
MAE 4.07 7.08 9.80

Oxygen-containing anions(68) MSE �1.01 7.95 13.62
MAE 2.91 7.97 13.62

Halogen-containing anions(16) MSE �2.73 7.47 7.81
MAE 3.03 7.47 7.81

All ions(143) 6-31G* basis set MSE �1.22 5.32 12.06
MAE 3.00 5.57 12.08

Linear correlatione (for all 390 molecules) Slope 0.98 0.78 0.58 1.11
Intercept �2.01 �9.81 �17.93 8.98
R 0.927 0.908 0.849 0.959

a Calculated using the Gaussian program package.35 b The complete list of ions is given in the ESI (Tables S1 and S2). c CMIRS hydration energies
were adopted from paper.30 PCh stands for Pomogaeva–Chipman. Their dataset is a subset of ours. d Less than 6 atoms. e Linear correlation
between DG

�
solv obtained within a given method and DrefG

�
solv.
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energies DG
�
deprot and solvation free energies DG

�
solvðHXÞ,

DG
�
solv X�ð Þ, and DG

�
solv Hþð Þ are required to compute pKa of an

acid HX. Since an error of 1 kcal mol�1 in the DG1 calculation
provokes an error of about 0.7 units of pKa, it is hard to expect a

very high accuracy in a direct pKa calculation. We evaluated pKa of
a number of acids using the following straightforward formulae:

pKa = DG1/(RT ln(10)) (6)

DG
� ¼ DG

�
deprot þ DG

�
solv X�ð Þ � 265:9� DG

�
solvðHXÞ þ 1:89

(7)

where �265.9 kcal mol�1 in eqn (7) is the experimental solvation
free energy of the proton DG

�
solv Hþð Þ58 and 1.89 kcal mol�1 = RT

ln(24.46) is the correction to the standard state 1 mol L�1.
DG

�
solv X�ð Þ and DG

�
solvðHXÞ were obtained using the corres-

ponding solvation method (either xESE or SMD or PCM). The
results of the pKa calculations are summarized in Table 7. As one
can see, none of the methods warrants high-quality pKa values,
but pKa obtained from DG

�
solvðxESEÞ are significantly better

than the SMD and PCM results, the latter substantially under-
estimating the acidity. Note that the calculated gas-phase
DG

�
deprotare quite accurate in most cases and the problem is

mainly rooted in estimated solvation energies.

Table 4 Basis set dependence: linear correlation of hydration energies
calculated with 6-31G* basis set for ions with respect to the corresponding
Def2-TZVP values

Dataset

Solvation scheme

xESE SMDa PCMa

All ions(143) Slope 0.9962 1.042 1.019
Intercept 0.32 1.97 1.056
R 0.9996 0.9918 0.9976

Cations(60) Slope 0.998 1.009 1.008
Intercept �0.42 1.05 0.55
R 0.9998 0.9996 0.9996

Anions(83) Slope 0.998 1.050 1.015
Intercept �0.56 1.59 0.68
R 0.9993 0.9975 0.9960

a Calculated using the Gaussian program package.35

Table 3 Mean signed error (MSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) of the hydration free energy in kcal mol�1 for 390 neutral molecules calculated by the
xESE, SMD, and PCM methods with respect to the reference values DrefG

�
solv

Dataset

Solvation scheme

xESE SMDa PCMa CMIRSc

Molecules–PCh dataset(264)c MSE �0.17 0.44 �0.03 �0.57
MAE 0.62 0.71 1.62 1.00

All molecules(390)b MSE �0.05 0.57 0.31
MAE 0.90 1.15 1.85

Small molecules(24)d MSE �0.41 �0.05 �0.89
MAE 0.55 0.46 1.45

Alcohols(18) MSE 0.02 0.82 1.88
MAE 0.38 0.82 1.88

Aldehydes and ketones(22) MSE 0.40 0.27 0.12
MAE 0.51 0.49 1.05

Ethers(10) MSE �0.57 0.90 0.16
MAE 0.81 0.99 0.61

Esters(21) MSE �0.25 0.53 0.07
MAE 0.37 0.61 1.20

Acids(10) MSE �0.70 1.82 2.78
MAE 0.70 1.82 2.78

Amines(42) MSE �0.30 0.81 2.16
MAE 0.80 0.87 2.16

Nitriles(4) MSE �0.06 0.22 �1.31
MAE 0.32 0.27 1.31

Nitro compounds and nitrates(17) MSE 0.55 1.36 �0.81
MAE 1.16 1.74 1.57

Fluorine compounds(33) MSE 0.22 0.31 �1.78
MAE 1.19 1.08 2.62

Chlorine compounds(74) MSE 0.10 0.82 0.03
MAE 1.06 1.68 1.73

Bromine compounds(25) MSE �0.05 0.30 �0.34
MAE 0.53 0.97 1.61

Iodine compounds(10) MSE 0.14 0.14 �0.30
MAE 0.65 0.81 2.01

All molecules(390) 6-31G* basis sete MSE �0.30 0.87 0.50
MAE 0.99 1.34 1.91

Linear correlation f (for all 390 molecules) Slope 0.95 0.92 0.57 0.83
Intercept �0.29 0.23 �1.58 �1.05
R 0.952 0.934 0.883 0.942

a Calculated using the Gaussian program package.35 b The complete list of molecules is given in the ESI. c CMIRS hydration energies were adopted
from paper.30 PCh stands for Pomogaeva–Chipman. d Less than six atoms. e For iodine, the LANL2DZ pseudopotential and corresponding basis
set were used. f Linear correlation between DG

�
solv obtained within a given method and DrefG

�
solv.
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Conclusions

An accurate and very efficient xESE method has been proposed
for calculating the hydration free energy of molecular ions and
neutral molecules. The electrostatic part of the hydration free
energy is calculated from gas-phase atomic charges, while non-
electrostatic terms are evaluated using the induced charge
density on the cavity surface. The performance of xESE was
checked on a large dataset. Once CM5 charges of a molecule are

available, DG
�
solv for a medium-size system can be computed in

a matter of seconds. In terms of accuracy, the proposed method
is clearly superior to the standard SMD and PCM methods.

At average, the xESE method shows a mean absolute error about
3 kcal mol�1 for ions and below 1 kcal mol�1 for neutral molecules.
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